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Kwixar Inc. Announces Lower Prices and Better Service with the direct sale of Barcode Decals to HOAs 

and Community Management Companies 

 

Winter Springs, FL – Kwixar Inc., recognized as a national manufacturer of barcode decals since 2000, is 

excited to announce a strategic shift in its business focus. The company is now able offer its barcode decals 

designed explicitly for vehicle entry into gated properties directly to the homeowner associations and 

community management companies. 

 

“These are the same decals we have been manufacturing exclusively for wholesale partners for the last 23 years. 

But now we are taking the product directly to the users and offering them faster delivery and significant 

savings”, said Kwixar’s Sales Manager, Jean Bruckert. 

 

This strategic shift will not only significantly lower the cost per decal but also reaffirms Kwixar's commitment 

to delivering cutting-edge solutions for homeowners associations. Previously, HOAs would have to go through 

intermediaries to order their decals. Now, they can collaborate directly with Kwixar, the manufacturer, for 

tailored solutions that address their barcode decal needs. 

 

Wild Dunes Community Association in Isle of Palms, South Carolina has already experienced the benefits of 

Kwixar's barcode decals for the past 13 years. "It has been a pleasure to work with Kwixar over the years", said 

Carolyn Foti. 

 

Kwixar Inc.'s focus remains rooted in its commitment to quality, innovation, and customer satisfaction. As 

communities continue to prioritize safety and limiting vehicle entry, Kwixar is proud to be a reliable partner in 

ensuring the peace of mind for thousands of homeowners. 

 

For more information on how your community management companies or homeowners association can benefit 

from Kwixar's barcode decals, please contact: 

 

**Kwixar Inc. Contact Information:** 

- Email: decals@kwixar.com 

- Phone: 407-706-0086 

- Website: www.kwixar.com 

 

About Kwixar Inc.: 

Founded in 2000, Kwixar Inc. has steadily evolved its offerings based on market needs, ensuring it remains at 

the forefront of barcode decal technology. With its recent pivot to directly serving homeowners associations and 

community management companies, Kwixar underscores its flexibility and dedication to serving the community 

at large. 
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